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Abstract ⎯ In this paper, we focus on devising secure data
aggregation protocol by exploiting the concept of orthogonal set
of rotation matrices and Linear Congruential Generator (LCG).
To suit the stringent property of sensors, our protocol provides
acceptable level of security without any secret key
pre-distribution. The level of security depends on the LCG based
pseudo-random number and the change of angle of rotation
matrix. We demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed scheme
through analysis.
Keywords ⎯ LCG, Orthogonal matrix, Sensor network
security, Encryption.

1. Introduction
The 1 security mechanism without the key exchange
(symmetric or asymmetric) is yet to be an area of exploration.
In this paper we put an effort in designing such a mechanism
that can be applied in wireless sensor network (WSN) for
reliable data transfer. Due to the nature of air medium,
wireless connectivity is vulnerable to attacker as it is easy to
listen or capture the messages that propagate through.
Therefore, encryption is a vital part to hide the data from
attacks [3]. Our aim is to construct a security protocol that
consists of:
• Initial Encryption: To add the random noise to the
original data message using the LCG generated
pseudo random number.
• Final Encryption: Initial encrypted message is
multiplied with the orthogonal set of rotation
matrices.
There are popular encryption (symmetric and asymmetric)
and hashing function schemes that are used for the purpose of
encryption/decryption. Examples include RC5, MD5, RSA,
DES, SHA1 and so and so forth. Many existing security
protocols of WSN are using some of these schemes.
In this paper, we contemplate a different design of WSN
security for reliable message percolation. We are convinced by
the fact that a light weight security mechanism can notably
reduce the overhead. By changing the angle of rotation
matrices and adding the random noise generated by LCG to
sensor data messages, we believe that our proposed cipher is
secure enough for WSNs.
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Lightweight secure protocol for resource-constrained WSN
is challenging and much works are going on in designing
storage and computationally inexpensive mechanism [1], [2],
[3]. We consider some important issues in engineering our
security protocol. Firstly, key storage for individual sensor
node needs to be reasonably small. For example, if there are N
nodes in the network, then we cannot expect that a node can
store N − 1 keys to share a secrete key with each of the other
nodes. Secondly, in case where quite a good amount of sensor
nodes are compromised by an adversary, the communications
among other nodes should still be secure. Forward secrecy
(nodes leaving the group should not have access to any future
keys) and backward secrecy (new nodes joining the group
should not have access to any old keys) must be maintained to
devise a stalwart network. Thirdly, it should be ensured that
both local and global connectivity is maintained. A sensor
node should be able to securely communicate with its local
neighbors (i.e., sensor physically located within transmission
range). Connectivity among local zones should provide global
network connectivity [4]. Finally, asymmetric cryptography to
WSN is too expensive, because they require expensive
computations and long messages that might easily exhaust the
sensor’s resources [5]. That’s why we take symmetric
cryptographic operations and spread the load across network
in a distributed fashion.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We make
assumptions and define network topology in Section 2.
Section 3 describes our approach in details. We briefly analyze
our scheme in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes this article.

2. Network Topology and Assumptions
Grouping or Clustering is a good approach to alleviate the
scalability problem and to simplify the overall network
structure [4], [6]. We adopt a graph theoretic approach to
assume our network topology. In [6], a practical deployment
has been developed where they have shown that sensor can be
deployed in groups and there is a high probability that sensors
in the same group are close to each other. Keeping this fact, we
design our network model where group based secure data
aggregation is possible. We describe our network topology
and assumptions based on fig. 1.
The edges covered by one vertex in a vertex cover are the
edges incident to it and they form a star [7]. The vertex cover
problem can be described as covering the edge set with the
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fewest stars. In wireless sensor network, our interest is to
cover the vertex set with fewest stars possible. Keeping this
goal, we design our network model as a heterogeneous
network, where three types of entities are present; Sink/Base
Station (BS), Group Leader (GL), and ordinary Sensor Nodes
(SN).

•

m, the modulus, m > 0

•

a, the multiplier, 0 ≤ a ≤ m

•

c, the increment, 0 ≤ c ≤ m

•

S0, the seed, 0 ≤ S0 ≤ m

from which a sequence of random numbers < Sn >, n ≥0 can
be generated by setting
Sn = (aSn – 1 + c) mod m

Figure 1. (a) Minimal cluster set (circles) and minimum cluster set
(squares). (b) Proposed network model (circles as stars) for our scheme.

We assume that SN is simple, inexpensive and stringent in
resources (power, memory and computation), while GL is rich
is resources and more compromise-tolerant and having
transmission range more than 2RSN, where RSN is the
transmission range of an ordinary sensor node. We also
assume that one GL can communicate with its neighbor GL to
forward aggregated messages towards sink (Base Station).
There is no communication link among SNs within one group
and between SNs in different group Fig. 1(b). We assume that
once the sensors are dispersed over the area of interest, they
remain relatively static. We consider the sensors in the whole
network as a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of sensors in
the network and E is the set of direct communication links. A
direct communication link is present between SNs and its
corresponding GLs if and only if they are within the
transmission range of one another. In fact, it is easy to see that
each group leader (or vertex) in fig.1b is at the center of a star.
Thus for each group leader in overall network, we have one
star where all the other nodes in the star are just one hop apart.

These numbers should be chosen in such a way, that the
random number stream provides a long cycle time and has
good statistical properties (Statistical randomness). Plumstead
and Boyer in [11] and D.E. Knuth in [8] have shown that it is
easy to decipher the LCG unless it is designed with good
parameters that provide statistical randomness. We adopt Hull
and Dobell’s idea [9] to provide statistical randomness on
LCG. According to their theory, the linear congruential
sequence S0, S1, S2, S3,…..generated by
Sn = (aSn – 1 + c) mod m
has a period of length m and provides maximal statistical
randomness if the following conditions hold:
1. gcd (b, m) = 1: b is relatively prime to m.
2. p/(a-1), for every prime p such that p/m: if p is a
prime number that divides m, then p divides (a-1)
3. If m is divisible by 4, then (a-1) is divisible by 4.
The seed S0 is the only secret that needs to be shared, other
parameters a, c and m can be public as Plumstead’s testing
algorithm discovered the fact that the system won’t be more
secure if we keep all of them secret. Therefore, initial
encryption with the secret seed S0, our target is to scramble
this secret in such a way so that we can hide all the random
numbers from the attacker to defend chosen-plaintext attack.
Initial encryption is performed by ordinary sensor node (SN)
in three steps described below (fig. 2).

3. Our Approach
Sensory data is aggregated locally by the nodes that are
under one group. Each sensor node sends its sensed data to its
leader encrypted based on LCG [8], [9] and orthogonal
rotation matrices [10]. Group leader’s responsibility is to
forward the aggregated data to the base station via other group
leaders (multi-hop) on its way. Final verification is performed
by the base station only. Initial encryption is performed using
LCG generated random number and final encryption is
performed using the orthogonal rotation matrices (based on
angle rotation). We describe these two step encryption process
in the following sections.
3.1 Initial Encryption (LCG based data encryption): The
linear congruential generator consists of the following four
numbers:
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Figure 2. Initial data encryption using LCG generated random number
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Step 1: LCG based pseudo random number generation: For
initial encryption of 16 byte data (plaintext), we generate 16
byte random number S1.
Step 2: We apply permutation function f (P) on S1. S1 is split
into 16 1 byte random number b0b1b2……b15 respectively. A
permutation function is defined as follows:
0 ≤ k ≤ 15
f (Pk) = p0p1p2…….p15,
where, p0 = b0 mod 16 and pk = bk mod 16 for k = 1,2,….,15.
Step 3: The data is encrypted with the permuted values by
simply addition modulo 256 operations.
i = 0,1,2,...,15.
Ci = pi + mi (mod 256),
Ci is the encrypted message that is to be put as input to the final
encryption using orthogonal matrices.

and corresponding GL must choose rotation angles
(encryption key here) for the matrices Qi in a random manner.
This way GL can aggregate sensory data from each individual
SN and aggregated data verified by GL can be forwarded to
the sink (BS). To forward the data, GL can encrypt and send
via intermediate forwarding GLs. The GL and base station
should also choose the rotation angles. Thus, receiving the
aggregated data from GL, base station can verify the
confidentiality. Sensory data is collected from local groups in
a 3-way handshake so that each individual SN can verify that it
has sent the identical data to its group leader.

3.2 Final Encryption (Based on orthogonal matrices): We
use the property of orthogonal set of rotation matrices to
encrypt the initial encrypted data. Orthogonal transformations
correspond to and may be represented using orthogonal
matrices. The set of orthonormal transformations forms the
orthogonal group, and an orthonormal transformation can be
realized by an orthogonal matrix. Data encryption can be
performed by orthogonal matrices if the sender and receiver
are agreed on chosen rotation angles of matrices. The
orthogonal ration matrices can be defined as the matrices that
are composed of 2-dimensional sub-matrices ordered along he
main diagonal, while all other entries are null. Therefore, an
orthogonal matrix Qi with dimension D = 2n is represented in a
pseudo diagonal form [12] by the following equation:

Adversary can track the original information sent by GL if
he captures the angle of rotation matrices. To further eliminate
this problem, group leader can add a random number
generated from LCG when aggregated data is encrypted using
rotation matrices. In case of local data aggregation, even if the
adversary knows the rotation angles between SN and
corresponding GL, he won’t be able to infer the message as
data is scrambled in initial encryption based on LCG generated
random noise. Moreover, suppose a single message is
successfully eavesdropped and broken, the angles and the
random number can be modified for the remaining each new
messages. So, the whole scheme is unlikely to be fully
compromised by the adversary as the number of possibilities
to check the consecutive messages is the same.
According to the permutation function in LCG based
encryption, one permutation function corresponds to 25616 /
16! = 284 values for one 16 byte pseudo random number.
Therefore, it is not feasible for an adversary to search the
possible values of 16 byte random number.
Decryption is straightforward in this scheme. Sensor nodes
and corresponding group leaders choose rotation angles and
can obtain the same LCG parameter a, m and c and the seed S0
through key distribution protocol. Therefore, receiver and
sender can generate the same angle and LCG based generated
random number (S1 in our proposed scheme). And based on S1
same permutation function can be recovered. So, first using
angle, receiver can obtain initial encrypted message and using
LCG parameter receiver can recover original message that was
sent by the ordinary sensor nodes.
Further investigation on some important issues need to be
explored. How the authenticity can be ensured, how the
modeling of our assumed network can be realized and what is
the computational complexity for individual sensor nodes and
group leader, are possible research issues. At present we are
developing these issues to effectively design our protocol.

Property of orthogonality preserves the equality between the
transpose and its inverse, Qi-1 = QiT and QTQ = I (Identity
matrix). More simply, an orthogonal matrix can be represented
by a vector defining the rotation angles of each sub-matrix of
the main diagonal of Qi, as

To encrypt the data Ci (that is initially encrypted by SN
using LCG), the orthogonal matrices hold by each SN and
corresponding GL will be Qi and Qic, where Qi . Qic = I
(identity matrix), where Qic is the complementary matrix of Qi.
The final encryption and message exchange between a SN and
GL are performed as described below.
Step1: CSNi = Ci . QSNi : Represents the n-dimensional rotation
of data vector using the rotation matrix QSNi.
Step2: CGL = CSNi . QGL : Original information is rotated by
two distinct and independent matrices.
Step3: CSNi = CGL . QcSNi = Ci . QGL: Sensor node SN removes
her rotation by one complementary rotation matrix.
Finally group leader, GL can recover the information by
applying her complementary rotation matrix OcGL. Each SN
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4. Analysis

5. Conclusions
We devise a stalwart security protocol for wireless sensor
networks to achieve confidentially for sensory data by
exploiting the random noise (generated by LCG) and
orthogonal set of rotation matrices. Local sensed data is
aggregated maintaining message privacy and transmitted via
group leaders over the channel towards the base station. The
proposed scheme’s security level depends on the statistical
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randomness of LCG generated pseudo random number and the
angle of orthogonal rotation matrices.
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